CASE STUDY

NATIONAL HEALTH PLAN
Enterprise Strategy Formulation & Program
Management Office set up for ICD-10 Testing

Abstract
The Client
The client is one of the nation’s leading health care benefits
companies, serving people with information and resources to help
them make better informed decisions about their health care. The
client offers a broad range of health insurance products and services,
including medical, pharmacy, dental, behavioral health, group life
and disability plans, medical management capabilities, and health
care management services.
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The client engaged Infosys to define a
comprehensive strategy for enterprisewide
ICD-10 testing and balanced Quality
Assurance (QA) life cycle. They also wanted
to establish a QA Program Management
Office (PMO) to monitor and control the
enterprise-wide test execution.

Infosys Solution
Infosys worked with the client to formulate
a comprehensive enterprise level test
strategy and establish the Testing PMO,
accomplishing the following:

• Developed end-to-end ICD-10 test plan
and defined the applicability of various
testing types at three levels: Program,
Project, Release

• Identified applications and processes
impacted by ICD-10, based on existing
documentation and subject expert
inputs, and evaluated the testing scope
for ICD-10 transition

• Evaluated and defined the strategy for
developing and managing a proper
testing environment

• Assessed vendor/partner impact
through a tier-based framework to assess
risk exposure and testing dependencies
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• Accessed and evaluated testing need
and execution methodology across four
dimensions: Business, Vendor Readiness,
System Remediation, Neutrality

• Identified usage of accelerators and
test automation opportunities across
application/domain
• Defined the “resource model” and
budgetary plan to support the ICD-10
testing program
• Recommended QA governance
structure and developed the business
engagement model necessary to
support the ICD-10 testing activities

Implementing Infosys’ test strategy and QA PMO for ICD-10 migration delivered key business
benefits to the client:
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Best practices
Application of proven testing practices - structured approach,
right strategies, methods and tools
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Reduced project cycle and cost
Through usage of accelerators and automation opportunities
identified
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